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ST]MMARY

In ventilated rooms the air inlet devicc is often placed closc !o the ceiling. The air inlet
will form a wall jet or a reattached walt jet. The wall jet may be disturbed by cciling-
mounted obstacles such as light fittings or ceiling beams which, in some cases, cian

cause the airjet to be deflected into the occupied zone.

In this paper numerical prediction of two-dimensional airflow in a room with ceiling-
mounted obstiacles is comparcd with the experimental rÊsults from the literature. The
first part of the paper deals with velocity profiles in a room with nondeflected flow,
where it is found that calculated velocity profiles aglËe very well with experimental
resulß. Thereafær the critical height of an obstacle which deflecs the air jet is
examined.
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NUMERICAL PREDICTION OF AIRHJOW IN A ROOM
WTIH CEILING.MOT]NTED OBSTACLES

K.S. Christensen'
Aalborg University, Aalborg

Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University, Copenhagen
Denma¡k

INTRODUCTION

In ventilated rooms such as office buildings, industrial buildings or farm buildings, the
air inlet device is often placcd close to the ceiling. The inlet air will form a wall jet or
a ¡eattached wall jet generating a recirculating flow in the room. The wall jet may be
disturbed by cciling-mounted obstacles such as light fittings or ceiling beams which, in
some cases, can sause the airjet to be deflected into the occupied zone.

Several authors have presented experimental results describing the influence of ceiling-
mounted obstacles. Examples arc [1, 2 and 3]. Some authors also presented numerical
simulations of air flow in a room containing inærnal obstacles. Awbi [4,5] has reported
good agreement with experimental results for nvo and th¡eedimensional flows with an
obstacle placed do$,nst¡eam of the inlet. Berlandier [6] has found that numerical results
differed from l0 to 20 percent from experimental results with an obstacle which
deflected the inlet air jet. Choi fi'l has presented numerical simulation of a large
obstacle (30 % of room height) placed in the occupied zone of the room.

In this paper numerical prediction of two{imensional airflow in a room with ceiling-
mounted obstacles is compared with the experimental results presented by Nielsen [3].
First the paper deals with velocity profiles in a room with nondeflected flow, and
thereafter the critical height of an obstacle which deflects the air jet is examined.

'The ¡uthor works at Aalborg University on a reseerch project govemed by the Institute of AnimÂl Hc¡lth
and Anio¡l Productio¡ at the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural University in Copcnhagen. The project
is Ðonsored by the Danish Agricultural ¡nd Veteri¡¡ry Rcsc¡rch Co¡¡nsil.
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TEST CASE

The trvo-dimensional test case is shown in figure l. The room has a lenght Z of three
times the height f/. The inlet is in the upper left corner of the room and the outlet is in
the lower left corner. Inlet height is h = 0.02Il. The inlet jet will form a horizontal
two-dimensional wall jet. A ceiling-mounted obstacle of height/is placed in the distance
xyfrom the inlet. Values of x, = 10, 30 and ó0 are used in this paper. Nielsen [3] found
the results shown in frgure2 for non{eflected flow with this test case. Velocity profiles
were measured in the wall jet downstream of the obstacle in the distance x = 1.7 H
from the inlet and also in the occupied zone in the disønce x = 2.1 I/ from the inlet.
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the test case.
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NI]MERICAL SIMTJLATION

The PHoENIcs computer code was used for numerical simulation of the air flow.
pHoENIcs is a general computer code for solving three-dimensional time-dependent fluid
flow problems described by equations of the rtpe

$toor 
. 

fr{00,,)
-e) + so (1)

where O can be any of the unknowns in the governing equations

(¿ -is.th"e yçl,ocily*in pirec$gq i , :ì .*
,i-!

P is density of the medium

Ia is diffusion coefficient of the va¡iable 0

So I is a source term of the variable 0

In the,Brcsent work the programme rvas set up to solve st€ady-state isothermal, two-
didiênCioird flow, using the standa¡ú þe' turbulence model.

Boundary Conditions

At all surfaces of the room logarithmic wall functions were used to determine the value
in the first grid ..np.dq of turbulent- kinetic energy t, dissipation e , and the velocity
parallel to the wali. . l, ' . .. 

:
At the inlet a fixed velocity boundary condition was üsed to set the conect mass and

momentum flow. The ouüét was defined.by a zerepr€ssure-boundary condition which
ensures that the continuity equation will bp satisñed.

The boundary conditions for the obrt""l" *"r" set by so-catled porosities by deflrning

a zero porosity for the control volumes which contain the obsacle.
j ¿ijf r.-. ¡ :

17

Computational Grid

A non-uniform 40 x 19 grid with a fine,mesh near the walls and the obstacle was used

for the calculations (ñgure 3)."

'ì' '

The inlet height is represented by the three upper cells in the ydirection and the

obstacle is represented by four cells in the y-direotion and, five çells i4 thq x-direction.
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obstacle

Fig. 3. Tlu compwuional gñd hørî a firc nesh ncar thc walls atd thc obstacle
(obstacle not drawn to scale).

REST'LTS

Figure 4 shows an example of a calculated flow field with non{eflected flow. It can
be seen that the inlet wall jet reataches ûo the ceiling downstream of the obståcle
resulting in oæ recirculation zone in the rmm.
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Fig. 4. Calculuetflowfield in a case with rcndcflectedflow.

In figurc 5 the calculatcd results a¡e compared with velocity profiles measured by
Nielsen [3] for different positions of the obstacle. It can be seen f¡om the figures that
in most cases there is good agreemørt between experimental and calculated results. Only
when the obstacle is very close to the inlet (+/h = IQ there seems to be vçry- little
agreemeît bètween experimenal an¿ calculateå rcsutß.
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At cert¿in combinations of the height of the obstacle and its distance from the inlet, the
air jet will be deflected into the occupied zone. Figure 6 shows the calculated flow field
for two different combinations of obstacle height and position resulting in deflected a¡rd
non-deflected flow, respectively.

The flow field was calculated for seven different heights and positions of the obstacle
a¡d it was determined whether the flow was deflected or non-deflected. In figure 7 the
obtained results a¡e compared with the experimental results made by Nielsen [3]. It
appears that the calculated results tend to be non-deflected in more cases than the
experimental results. ln the cases where Nielsen found that the flow could be either
deflected or non-deflected the c¿lculation resulted every time in a non-deflected flow.

The explanation may be that in the latter cases there exist two different flow field
solutions from which only the non-deflected solution was obtllined in the present work.
It is possible that the solutiôn with'deflected flóú could be obøined þy,$i¡g-A¡rçther
initial flow field fo¡ the calculations.but thig.'assumpdoñ-y3S'n'ót, furthäninvestigated.
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Fig. 6. The calculaed flow field þr two positiors and sizes of an obstacle.
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CONCLUSIONS

The prediction of isothermal, two-dimensional airflow in a room with a ceiling-mounted
obstacle has been made using a general CFD-code. Good results were obtained with a
rather simple representation of the inlet and the obstacle.

In cases with a small obstacle, which did not cause a permanent deflection of the air jet,
calculated velocity profiles showed good agreement with experimental rcsults me¡<ured
in the ¡eattached wall jet and in the occupied zone.

It is mor€ complicated to predict the critical height and position of the obstacle which
will cause a permanent deflection of the ai¡ jet. The calculated results agreed with
experiments in cases with definitely deflected flow or deñnitely non{eflected flow, but
further work is necessary in order to handle special cases where the obstacle height and
position a¡e close to the critical values.
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